A scalable pressure sensor based on an electrothermally and electrostatically operated resonator We present a pressure sensor based on the convective cooling of the air surrounding an electrothermally heated resonant bridge. Unlike conventional pressure sensors that rely on diaphragm deformation in response to pressure, the sensor does not require diaphragms of the large surface area, and hence is scalable and can be realized even at the nanoscale. The concept is demonstrated using both straight and arch microbeam resonators driven and sensed electrostatically. The change in the surrounding pressure is shown to be accurately tracked by monitoring the change in the resonance frequency of the structure. The sensitivity of the sensor, which is controllable by the applied electrothermal load, is shown near 57 811 ppm/mbar for a pressure range from 1 to 10 Torr. We show that a straight beam operated near the buckling threshold leads to the maximum sensitivity of the device. The experimental data and simulation results, based on a multi-physics finite element model, demonstrate the feasibility and simplicity of the pressure sensor. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5003563
The implementation of micro-/nano-electromechanical systems (M/NEMS) as platforms for sensors has seen steady growth thanks to their small mass, energy efficiency, reliability, and mass-fabrication. M/NEMS demonstrate high capability for different sensing applications, such as force, 1 mass/ gas, 2 flow, 3 and pressure. 4 Pressure sensors have been used to provide accurate estimation of the surrounding pressure in both domestic and industrial applications. The quest for miniaturized systems and low-cost deployable pressure sensors has recently sparked an interest to seek alternative approaches for pressure sensing other than the conventional 5 and bulkier strain-gauges, 6 capacitive 7 and bridge resistors, 8 and piezo-resistive 9 pressure sensors. Different techniques and designs have been explored to realize pressure sensors with improved sensitivity based on micro-sized diaphragms, 10 carbon nanotubes, 11 micromechanical drumhead resonators, 12 microcantilevers, 13 and bridge resonators. 14, 15 In a recent study, 14 a new pressure-sensing technique was presented based on monitoring the variation of the resonance frequency of a locally heated beam resonator by an external laser source. Although a better sensitivity was demonstrated compared to conventional sensors, the performance of such devices depends on the resonator geometry and the external laser wavelength. Moreover, the resonant structure can only be miniaturized up to a certain level depending on the spotsize of the laser source used for the local heating.
Based on the cooling effect of the air surrounding an electrothermally heated bridge resonator, we propose an alternative pressure sensor that offers the flexibility of being scalable to small or large sizes. The operation principle of the sensor relies on tracking the change in the resonance frequency of the resonant structure with pressure while actuated electrothermally.
In this work, we explore two different kinds of bridge resonators, straight and intentionally curved (arch) beams. These micro-resonators are fabricated on a highly conductive 30 lm Si device layer of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer by the two-mask process using standard photo-lithography, electron beam evaporation, deep reactive ion etch (DRIE), and vapor hydrofluoric acid (vpour-HF) etch. 16 The straight and arch beams have a length of 700 lm, a depth of 30 lm, and a width of 3 lm. The arch beam has a 2.6 lm initial rise (distance between its midpoint and its straight beam level). A drive electrode is provided with an AC actuation signal, and the resonant beam is biased with a DC voltage source. The output current induced at the sense electrode due to the microbeam motion is amplified by a low-noise amplifier (LNA), which is then fedback to a network analyzer (Agilent 5071C), Fig. 1(a) , for transmission signal measurements.
A separate DC voltage source V TH is connected to the beam anchors to induce a constant current flowing through the beam, heating it up by Joule's heating. This causes thermal expansion that controls the internal axial stress on the beam, which also changes its stiffness and resonance frequency. Figure 1 (b) shows the measured resonance frequency of a straight microbeam as it continuously decreases while increasing the electrothermal load due to the decrease in its stiffness until reaching the buckling limit. 17 After buckling, a sudden jump in the resonance frequency occurs due to the increase in the buckled beam stiffness. For an arch MEMS resonator on the other hand, Fig. 1(c) , the resonance frequency increases monotonically with the electrothermal load, reaching more than twice its initial value, due to the continuous increase in the arch curvature and hence stiffness. 18 The device was placed inside a controllable pressure chamber equipped with a pressure gauge. Upon changing pressure while maintaining constant V TH , the cooling effect of the surrounding air changes, thereby changing the overall stress of the structure and thus its resonance frequency. This presents a way to measure the surrounding pressure by monitoring the changes in the resonance frequency of the microbeam. Thus, unlike previous studies, 14 the geometrical size of the resonant structure can be scaled without compromising the performance of the sensor.
To verify the effect of the applied electrothermal voltage on the temperature distribution on the beam, a 3D multiphysics finite-element simulation using the software COMSOL was conducted by coupling the Solid Mechanics, Electric Currents, and Heat Transfer interfaces. The anchors of the arch beam are assigned a fixed constraint boundary condition with room temperature at the bottom of the substrate. Figure 2(a) shows that the temperature at the center of the arch beam increases with V TH , and the temperature difference reaches around 180 C at 3 V, which is much lower than the melting point of silicon, 1414 C. The temperature gradient along the arch beam induces compressive stresses increasing its curvature and stiffness, resulting in a continuous increase in the resonance frequency. To verify the variation of temperature at the center of the beam with pressure at constant V TH , the Conjugate Heat Transfer module is used in simulating the heat transfer between the solids and the fluids. Later, an iterative co-simulation between the modules has been performed to simulate the full structure with different pressures. 
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Upon increasing pressure, more air molecules come in contact with the beam, hence enhancing the cooling effect and decreasing the beam temperature. However, once the air pressure is large enough, the cooling effect saturates and no more changes in temperature/frequency can be seen upon further increase in pressure.
The presented simulation results assume that the beam is surrounded by an adequate volume of air for convective cooling, which is the case of relatively large package size. The package size and material can affect the operation of the sensor. To investigate the size effect, a simulation study of the effect of pressure on the resonance frequency of the arch beam is performed for two different dimensions of air volume. Figure 2(c) shows that at low pressure (i.e., pressure range from 0.05 to 0.5 Torr), the cooling is much higher in the larger volume. Hence, the frequency increases (up to 20%) with the decrease in volume. For the case of small volume, changing the material of packaging will affect cooling and hence the operation of the proposed sensor.
Since for doped silicon the dependence of the resistance on temperature is assumed to be linear, the variation of the resistance with pressure can be related to the variation of temperature along the beam. Figure 3 (a) displays the change in the resistance of the 700 lm straight beam, measured using an RLC meter and shows as expected 19 the decrease in the beam resistance with pressure while maintaining V TH constant. By increasing pressure, the volume of air surrounding the beam provides sufficient cooling, reducing temperature along the beam, which linearly varies the beam resistance. This validates experimentally the cooling down effect of the surrounding air on the beam while varying pressure.
To investigate the effect of damping on the resonance frequency while changing pressure, we monitored the change in resonance frequency at V TH ¼ 0 V for both straight and arch beams, plotted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. As seen, the damping effect on the resonance frequency is negligible. Since the behavior of the straight beam is different before and after buckling, Fig. 1(b) , two case studies are presented to study the sensitivity of the resonator in Fig. 3(b) . Starting by increasing V TH , while maintaining the beam before buckling at low pressure, the resonance frequency increases with pressure at constant V TH . For V TH ¼ 1.102 V, the resonance frequency increases by almost 100% from its initial value at low vacuum for pressure varying from low vacuum to 10 Torr. However, while choosing a V TH leading to buckling the beam at vacuum, the resonance frequency decreases at first with pressure until reaching the buckling point, and then it starts to increase since the beam is no longer buckled. Note that tracking the buckling point can be an independent mechanism to sense pressure as well. 3 To avoid the dip in frequency near the buckling instability, we conduct the same experiments using arch beams. Upon changing pressure while maintaining V TH constant, air cools down the beam due the heat dissipation, then decrease its stiffness, and thus decreases its resonance frequency. Figure 3(c) shows that the normalized shift of the frequency with pressure for the arch beam resonator is highly dependent on and sensitive to the applied V TH . By choosing a V TH in the range of high slopes as shown in Fig. 1(c) , the sensitivity of the arch resonator is found to be much higher.
The normalized percentage shifts of resonance frequency with pressure for different V TH values for straight and arch beams are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) . The difference in resonance frequency was calculated by taking the 223503 (2017) difference between the frequency at 6 mTorr and the values of frequency for different pressures. The sensitivity to pressure of the arch resonator, in the range from 1 to 10 Torr, is 7862 ppm/mbar at V TH ¼ 2.3 V, when normalized with the frequency at 1 Torr, Fig. 3(c) . Nevertheless, for a thinner and longer arch resonator of L ¼ 800 lm, T ¼ 30 lm, W ¼ 2 lm, and b 0 ¼ 2 lm, this value increases from 12 655 ppm/mbar to 24 634 ppm/mbar while increasing V TH from 0.3 to 0.6 V, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . The sensitivity of the proposed sensor for the 800 lm arch resonator at V TH ¼ 0.6 V is 8 times higher than the normalized sensitivity of the microdiaphragm-based pressure sensor, which was equal to 3256 ppm/mbar. 20 However, the frequency response to pressure for the 700 lm straight beam, in the range of pressure from 1 to 10 Torr, is greater compared to that for the arch beam, when normalized with the frequency at 1 Torr, Fig. 3(b) . For V TH ¼ 1.102 V, when the beam is not yet buckled, the sensitivity is equal to 51390 ppm/mbar. Moreover, these values are 17 times higher than the normalized sensitivity. 20 It is clear that the straight beam around buckling is more sensitive than the arch beam. This originates from the high sensitivity of the beam to a small variation of its stiffness in that region. Note from Figs. 3(b)-3(d) that the percentage resonance changes are much larger than the percentage change of resistance, Fig. 3(a) , indicating that monitoring resonances leads to higher sensitivity. Note here that using either method (frequency or resistance monitoring) will yield the same range since both resistance and resonance frequency variations are due to the same effect, cooling of the heated beam. It is imperative to note also that no hysteresis was shown experimentally by varying pressure from low to high values and from high to low values, Fig. 4 .
The total power consumption of the proposed sensor is the combination of the electrostatic drive power of the resonator (in the order of nW 16 ) and the electrothermal power (in the order of mW 16 ). Thus, the overall power consumption is dominated by the electrothermal voltage; increasing the resistance of the microbeam will considerably reduce it. For the 700 lm straight beam, an electrothermal voltage of V TH ¼ 1.102 V results in a power consumption around 3.55 mW.
One should mention here that the operation speed of the proposed sensor is limited by the thermal time constant, which is around 206.26 ls 21, 22 for the 700 lm straight beam.
Hence, the sensor will give accurate readings within milliseconds intervals. To decrease the thermal time constant for faster operation, the sensor needs to be further miniaturized, for instance, to the nano-and submicro-scale. Another factor to be considered is the sensitivity of the device to temperature variations in the environment. To study this effect, we conducted experiments in which the ambient temperature surrounding the beam is varied within 610 C. We found that the temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) 23 of the studied silicon device varies around 6220 ppm/ C (i.e., a temperature change of 610 C yields 6115 Hz change). Hence, the variation of the ambient temperature in this interval should not affect the operation and the calibration of the sensor. More experiments will be needed if the device is intended to be operated in an environment where the temperature variations exceed this range.
Also, one should note that the device sensitivity is dependent on the applied electrothermal voltage. A higher V TH heats the beam more, and hence, more air volume (more pressure) is needed to cool down the beam. However, we should mention here that the sensed pressure range of the proposed device may not exceed 30 Torr. This limitation could be overcome by using other structure designs and geometry and using a material with higher thermal expansion. This might be perceived as a limitation of the proposed sensor, which can be used as a moderate vacuum pressure sensor. Another limitation is the quality factor that decreases with pressure, which can affect the proposed sensor resolution. Thus, for the final implementation of the proposed sensor, all these concerns need to be taken into consideration and further investigated.
In conclusion, we investigated a moderate vacuum pressure sensor relying on convective cooling of the air surrounding heated MEMS resonators, straight and initially curved beams. The beams were electrothermally tuned and electrostatically driven. While maintaining a constant electrothermal voltage, pressure is tracked by the cooling effect. High sensitivity of the proposed sensor was demonstrated. The advantages of the proposed sensor are the simplicity of fabrication, operation, and sensing scheme, lower power consumption, and also scalability. The proposed sensor can be scaled to larger (millimeter) or smaller (nanometer) sizes, depending on the aimed application, using the standard fabrication process and using the same mechanism. Although the proposed sensor is made of silicon, known for its good mechanical and thermal properties, we expect that the sensitivity of the pressure sensor could be further improved by choosing another material that has optimized thermal and electrical properties. 
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